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Abstract

Purpose – Design approaches to innovation are booming in both the academic and practitioner worlds. Tech
giants are proposing different methodologies to develop technological innovation leveraging design principles,
for example, Amazon with working backward and Google with Design Sprint. However, little is known on the
role of these methodologies in managing the knowledge translation among different stakeholders. This paper
aims to investigate how Design Sprint approaches can face digital challenges and foster collaborations.
Design/methodology/approach – Through interviews and participatory observations of ten exploratory
cases of SME adoption of the Design Sprint methodology, data were collected, organized, clustered and then
validated. Furthermore, by adopting a configuration theory perspective, the data have been processed to
contribute to the emergence of two Design Sprint organizational taxonomy.
Findings – Competences, type of design challenge and the process followed emerge from the cases as key
drivers of different Design Sprint configurations. Moreover, the configuration theory helped in identifying two
Design Sprint taxonomies named Willing and Wondering configurations. Finally, the paper provides
managers with practical guidelines on how to leverage these configurations to make this approach more
effective for SMEs and how this method helps the knowledge translation.
Originality/value – The value and originality of the paper are in defining Design Sprint from a theoretical
point of view and offering practical guidelines on how to adapt it to the particular context of collaborative
digital environments of SMEs. Moreover, it contributes to enlarging the relevance of configurational theory in
the creative industries.
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1. Introduction
The digital transformation of several businesses and society has enormous growth potential.
Companies can leverage advanced digital technologies and their strong presence in traditional
sectors to seize the range of opportunities that digital technologies offer (Nambisan et al., 2017).
Digital transformation is characterized by the integration of advanced technologies and
physical and digital systems, the predominance of innovative business models and new
processes and the creation of smart products and services (Sanasi et al., 2020). Currently, many
businesses are not taking full advantage of these technologies (Magistretti et al., 2019b).

Nowadays everyone wants to be digital and fully exploit the opportunities that digital
technologies offer. The first step is truly understanding what this means and how digital
technologies can be properly exploited to designmeaningful products and services (Magistretti
et al., 2020). As Urbinati et al. (2020) note, digital transformation has undoubtedly become a
key enabler of innovation as evidenced by the numerous firms that use digital technologies
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to manage their innovation processes (Nambisan et al., 2017). This sound theoretical effort
around how digital technologies facilitate innovation processes has resulted in numerous
attempts to provide conceptual strategic and innovation frameworks. Digital technologies
such as Big Data Analytics, Internet of Things, Artificial Intelligence, Rapid Prototyping,
Idea and Knowledge Management and so forth can also empower different phases of the
knowledge transformation process as well as in the innovation processes (Raven et al., 2011).

In this context, SMEs can compete with large organizations by leveraging the
opportunities from digital technologies thanks to open innovation and crowdsourcing, but
they need to empower their skills in interpreting, adopting and innovating such technologies
(Verganti, 2017). Moreover, when they have to deal with the knowledge translation, new
approaches that can foster this interpretation process and transformation can be beneficial
(Simeone et al., 2017). The emergence of new paradigms, such as human-centered design,
participatory design and especially Design Thinking (Brown, 2008), have marked the
transforming role of design in the field of innovation studies. This phenomenon leads to the
emergence of new more hybrid approaches, such as Design Sprint, which brought Design
Thinking principles in the realm of digital contexts (Knapp et al., 2016). Similarly to Design
Thinking, Design Sprint promotes innovation through iterative and experimental processes
favored by digital technologies, albeit moving in significantly different directions.

Nevertheless, the adoption of such approaches might require different configurations to
exploit better all the opportunities provided by technologies (Reck and Fliaster, 2018). As far as
the authors’ knowledge, a taxonomy for this kind of innovative approach is still missing in the
literature. Configurational theory states that configurations are defined as recurring clusters of
organizational strategies, structures and processes (Miller and Friesen, 1978). Notwithstanding
this, little is known about how configurations might influence performances. There are
researches in hospital settings (Ketchen et al., 1993) in no-profit and young firms (Steffens et al.,
2009). Still, it is not clear in a high-tech environment and especially in creative industry how
different configurationsmight influence performances. Thus, as far as the authors’ knowledge,
little is known on the configurations that would support this kind of innovation approach. In
doing so, a configurational theory framework (Meyer et al., 1993) is adopted to study the
taxonomies emerging from the investigation of different adoptions of Design Sprint methods
into SMEs. From an empirical perspective, we rely on data collected during a pilot execution of
an initiative aimed at supporting SMEs in adopting design sprint in new product development.
Thus, two different configurations emerge, Willing and Wondering, that inspire managers on
how to exploit the best of design sprint methodology accordingly to the context that they are
facing. The paper introduces also a few managerial implications and theoretical contributions.

2. Literature review
2.1 Design thinking
Scholars and practitioners acknowledge the central role of design as a driver of innovation
and change (Brown, 2008; Martin, 2009; Liedtka, 2015). The importance of design as a source
of value creation had been scrutinized for decades. However, most of these investigations
address design as the aesthetic and symbolic dimension of products, that is, design as “form,”
identity and emotions, imparting design a marginal role in the realm of innovation studies
(Verganti, 2009, 2017; Dell’Era and Verganti, 2010; Magistretti et al., 2019a). What has driven
the steep growth of attention to design in the last years in the business community is a change
in perspective: design not only as an aesthetic driver of innovation but also as a whole
innovation management practice, a new set of processes, mind-sets, capabilities and
organizational settings.

Çetinkaya et al. (2013) attempt to clarify the concept of Design Thinking, distinguishing
between its academic development (defined “designerly thinking”) and its more practical
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development, particularly in the business realm, now known as Design Thinking. Çetinkaya
et al. (2013) also provide a brief projection of how Design Thinking became a trend among
management scholars: according to their research, it started to gain attention in the
management realm in the 1980s. This paradigm is one of the preferred modalities to solve
wicked, ill-defined problems, since it is a problem-solving approach relying on discovery in
advance of issues and needs, on expanding the boundaries of both the problem and solution
and on igniting creativity and confidence in problem-solvers (Dell’Era et al., 2020). It can be
described as a visualization-intensive problem-solving mode, which heavily exploits the
potentialities of drawings, sketches and graphic representations to rapidly translate
knowledge into forms that are more useful for specific context (Simeone et al., 2017).
Visualizing is the main sensemaking modality in Design Thinking and one of its
distinguishing features. Moreover, there is an ongoing debate on the principles, practices
and tools associated with different kinds of design thinking (Dell’Era et al., 2020). Indeed, it
has been recognized that different aims of projects might influence the decision to undergo
one or another type of Design Thinking, from Creative Problem-Solving (Brown, 2008) to
Sprint Execution (Knapp et al., 2016) or Innovation of Meaning (Verganti, 2017). Thus, the
debate on the different principles and themes is still evolving to the point that a better
understanding of the impact that this might have on the configurational organization (Meyer
et al., 1993) at both individual and team levels might be of interest of both practitioners and
academics.

In addition to this, as far as the authors’ knowledge, less is known in the design thinking
field about the role that this methodology can have in the knowledge translation problem and
how the iterative human-centered approach can facilitate this process of transformation of
abstract knowledge in tangible forms.

2.2 Design thinking in the digital era: design sprint
The growing number of publications in academic journals (Brown, 2008; Micheli et al., 2019)
show that the DesignThinking debate is still evolving and sometimes controversial. Different
aspects of Design Thinking are evolving; it is clear to academics and practitioners that there
is no one single interpretation of it (Dell’Era et al., 2020). In particular the idea that considering
different needs different approaches are required shows how Design Thinking in digital era
might change and adapt to be more agile and flexible (Zeratsky, 2016). In particular this
emerging approach of design thinking is defined by academics’ Sprint Execution, and it is
routed on both Design Sprint approach defined by Google in 2016 and agile and lean
principles.

Agile methods are booming in many industries due to the explosion of digital
transformation and the subsequent need to deliver new digital experiences (Magistretti
et al., 2019c). Not only software developers and integrators, such as Microsoft or Oracle,
extensively adopt agile practices, but also new players specialized in developing new user
experiences (UXs) and user interfaces (UIs), leveraging the opportunities offered by agile
methods, such as Amazon (Artusi and Bellini, 2020). Particularly in this last segment, a
growing field of research is attempting to understand what the future of new product
development could be. This approach has grown in relevance since the publication of Eric
Ries’ (2011) The Lean Startups. The approach is grounded in the Minimum Viable Product
concept based on designing and crafting a product to launch on the market that is a simpler
yet functional version of the final product. Indeed, this approach to NPD allows collecting
feedback from the market earlier than traditional approaches, such as stage gate, and allows
firms to reduce uncertainty of market acceptance (Colombo et al., 2013). This evolution
toward more flexible and agile approaches gave rise to research related to agile stage-gate
methodologies (Cooper and Sommer, 2016). Moreover, this tension toward new hybridmodels
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to manage innovation put under discussion the traditional processes of knowledge
translation (Capaldo et al., 2017). Indeed, more flexible processes of search and
recombination are needed (Savino et al., 2017). This growing attention toward new
iterative and diverging approaches also led to the evolution of the design thinking paradigm.
Indeed, in 2016, Google Ventures published a handbook on the Design Sprint methodology
based on some Design Thinking and Lean Start-up concepts to support both the incubated
start-ups and big projects managed by Google itself (Knapp et al., 2016).

In particular, the methodology leverages five principles grounded in both the Design
Thinking and the agile literature streams (Zeratsky, 2016). Indeed, this shows the strong link
between Design Sprints and Design Thinking as a broader methodology to foster innovation.
The first principle is that sprints help you start, clearly showing the link with the start-up
world; when this challenge is of prime importance and the firm does not know where to start,
Design Sprint is a good methodology to address such wicked problems (Rittel and Webber,
1973). The second refers to transferring knowledge from the abstract to the concrete; too often
companies are unable to foresee the value of the final product and hence, need to integrate and
experiment with the solution as fast as possible, especially its technological dimension
(Thomke, 2003). The third is framed as keeping the focus on what is important, based on the
concept of creating creative confidence within the team (Kelly and Kelly, 2013). The fourth is
related to forcing crisp decision-making with the purpose of creating and crafting a new
meaningful direction shared and agreed by all team members because it emerges from deep
criticism (Verganti, 2017). Finally, the last is sprint as a process that encourages fast follow-up
(Ries, 2011). Similarly, toMVP and the agilemethodologies, in Design Sprint, the final product
is far from ready to be launched on the market.

Emerging from the literature review is the growing interest of both practitioners and
researches in the methodology. Indeed, the methodologies seem yet to be discussed and
adopted in SMEs (Fern�andez-Mesa et al., 2013). As SMEs are a particular type of firms in
terms of the principles and practices adopted (Larsen and Lewis, 2007), a study that
sheds light on this interesting gap would thus be beneficial for both practitioners and
academics. Moreover, what seems lacking in the extant literature about Design Sprint is a
knowledge of the configuration dimensions of this approach (Jung, 1923). In the first
framing of Design Sprint by Google, there has been a definition of the team, but less is
known on the organizational configuration that might support the diffusion of it (Meyer
et al., 1993).

3. Conceptual framework
The paper aims at contributing to Design Sprint adoption in SMEs by adopting a
configurational theory perspective. As far as the author’s knowledge and that reported
earlier, this perspective has been neglected by academics in the design field. To shed lights on
how different configurations might influence the creative processes is the objective of the
research. Indeed, given the relevance of configurational theory (Mintzberg, 1979), knowing
more about how peculiar is the configuration in this creative environmentmight contribute to
both theory and practice. Indeed, even though it has been recognized as interesting for
managing strategy formulation (Miller and Friesen, 1978) and in understanding performance
management (Ketchen et al., 1993), less is known on how configurational theorymight impact
design management approaches.

Configurational theory unveiled how there are imperatives that are the causes and
configurations that are the effects of strategic decision (Miller, 1987). Theory shows that the
imperatives are four: environment, structure, leadership and strategy. Depending on the
combination of these external factors, configurations might change. Different technologies
or environmental challenges, as well as control of tasks, CEO motives and strategic plans,
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are imperatives that influence the configurations (Miller and Friesen, 1984). Extant
literature on configurational theory showed how these interactions of imperatives give rise
to different configurations. Academic researches highlighted how configurations allow
academics and practitioners to make sense of the outside worlds by sorting things discrete
and relatively homogeneous in configurations (Meyer et al., 1993). By adopting the
configurational theory framework, we aim at understanding how different clusters of
comparable components at the social system level emerge, what are the reciprocal
relationship among attributes and show the emergence of punctuated equilibrium.
Therefore, we seek to answer the following research question: How can different Design
Sprint configurations be adopted to manage knowledge and spark innovation in digital
collaborative challenges in SMEs?

4. Research methodology
4.1 The research method
Given the aim of this study and the research question, the participant observation is deemed
the most appropriate (Spradley, 2016). Indeed, the complexity of the phenomenon and the
exploratory nature of the investigation suggest adopting a qualitative research approach and
conducting interviews and observation on inspiring cases to dig deeper into this emerging
approach to innovation (Spradley, 2016). Furthermore, the adoption of such methodology in
directly get empathy with users by ethnographically observing them allows us to deal
with the “how” question underpinning the research (Canterino et al., 2018). In particular, the
study aims to enrich both practitioner and researcher knowledge on the practical way the
Design Sprint methodology can be adopted not only by start-ups but also by other
companies. Moreover, by investigating the adoption of such methodology in real projects, by
combining direct interviews and observations, typical techniques of a participatory
observation (Musante and DeWalt, 2010) shed light on the way different SMEs adopted
this approach. Thus, the study leverages both primary and secondary sources that provide
the opportunity to compare and contrast the framing of the Google Ventures approach with
its new evolution.

4.2 Empirical setting
The study investigates the experimental adoption of Design Sprint by a regional public
innovation and technology transfer agency in Northern Italy as a tool to support innovation
in digital SMEs. The agency has a strong track record in supporting user-centric research
and innovation in a Living Lab setting – especially in EU-funded R&D project consortia
(Dell’Era and Landoni, 2014; Dell’Era et al., 2019). Accordingly, the initiative, UX Challenge
[1], connected digital companies with young UX designers and interaction designers to
improve the user experience of apps and software in a collaborative environment over a
period of two days. The companies and the young talent (so-called “solvers”) were selected
via a strict public selection process. Companies applied to the initiative with own products
that had user experience issues or opportunities to be sought. Many were consumer
mobile apps in need of optimizing user flows and the usability of interfaces. Five
products were selected from among the 14 applications received. Students and young
professionals, mentored by experts, teamed up to solve the “UX challenges” by executing a
Design Sprint over the two days of the initiative. Two teams were assigned to each product
and company, although addressing different challenges. All teams worked separately and
competed for a final prize. Expected teamwork outputs included newly designed user flows,
interface wireframes and mockups, interactive prototypes and insights from the user
testing phases.
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4.3 Data collection and analysis
The UX Challenge proved a perfect data collection source. The competition was set up as a
two-day hackathon where the different SMEs proposing the challenge would adopt the
Design Sprint methodology to solve their user experience problems.

Indeed, given our research question and interest in better understanding SMEs and their
relation with Design Sprint, this setting was ideal to study the phenomenon. Accordingly, the
authors took part in the Challenges as observers and, during the two days of observations,
had the opportunity to interview and interact withmore than 70 people participants including
company representatives (10), solvers (36), mentors (10), organizers, partners and experts
involved in the jury (10) and take notes on the way the methodology was adopted and
experimented. Organizers were also interviewed after the event, to commenting on results
and helping researchers analyzing data.

All the material collected was transcribed and coded in a unique database that became the
sources of knowledge to answer the research question. All the information was clustered
according to the SMEs and the related products as well as the analysis of the different
imperatives was conducted, according to the configurational theory, environmental,
structure, strategy, leadership and strategy. In particular, given our interest in
understanding how the design sprint was adapted to fit the challenges related to digital
products and technologies in SMEs, a detailed analysis of the ten sprints was conducted.
Moreover, we observed the sprints and analyzed the material to cluster the information
according to three main dimensions: challenges (A), competences (B) and processes (C).

The challenges (A) variable was classified according to Colombo et al. (2013) into ideation
or trial-and-error. The ideation caseswere the challengeswhere the objectivewas to propose a
brand-new concept or feature for a product or a service. In contrast, the trial-and-error cases
were the oneswhere the challenge aimed at solving existing problems on preexisting versions
of the product.

The competence variable (2) considered both the team background (focused or spread)
and mentor seniority (junior vs senior) (Tushman and Nadler, 1986). This variable allows us
to map the different leadership imperatives adopted and how they influence the
configurations (Miller, 1987). In particular, if the background of the team member was
coherent and homogeneous, the focused label has been assigned, while the spread was used
in all the others. In terms of mentor seniority, if the mentor had previous experience in
supporting a team, or in facilitating user-centered design processes, the senior label was
used; the junior has been used in the remaining cases. Finally, the process (C) variable refers
to the critical characteristics of each executed design sprint as a process: the perspective
adopted (inside-out vs outside-in) (Verganti, 2009) and the embodiment (prototyping vs
pretotyping [2]) (Hillgren et al., 2011; Cooper and Sommer, 2016). In line with the structure
imperative (Miller and Friesen. 1978) and the strategy one (Meyer et al., 1993), the process
variable maps the interactions among phases and perspectives. In particular, by perspective
adopted, we mean the fact that the design sprint could either move from an initial user
testing of a preexisting solution (outside-in) or by designing the new direction independently
by the feedback coming from the use (inside-out). For what concerns the embodiment,
prototyping means creating something functional that resembles the real product, while the
pretotyping means to embody a rough hypothesis, just for the sake of visualizing the team
assumptions (e.g. development of user personas, user scenarios, interface sketches and early
wireframes).

Finally, the challenge ended with an evaluation of the teams’ outputs by a jury. This
information was also included in the database as ameasure of the performance achieved. The
repository of these data was then analyzed by the authors into two subsequent phases. The
first aimed at understanding commonalities and differences in the way the SMEs adopted
the methodologies, and of course, the results achieved. The second in looking for patterns of
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adaptation and adoption of the methodologies in managing knowledge and allowing the
collaboration to happen (see Table 1).

5. Empirical results
In this section, we report the results of the different challenges of the five SMEs by
highlighting the main dimensions that emerged.

5.1 Adopting design sprint in designing digital applications of SMEs
Five digital products presented by the SMEs (software house, app developers and web
agencies) and ten teams took part in the initiative. Each product came with two “UX
challenges” so that each team deployed a sprint over a specific UX design problem. The
selected products were the following: two mobile apps (home banking and supermarket); a
fixed kiosk app to be utilized by athletes; an augmented reality system for technicians; a chat
bot allowing citizens to interact with the public administration.

The five aforementioned apps entered the initiative with completely different maturity.
Some were largely established on the market, and so the focus of the challenge was on
optimizing existing user flows or designing new features. Differently, others came to the
initiative as prototypes or even concepts: in this case, the challenges related more to the
design of the product’s user experience, including overall user journey and flows, information
architecture, interface wireframes and mockups.

Ten Design Sprints for the five products were executed over the two days, each
with a clear UX design goal. The process followed by all the sprints included: (1)
identifying the design challenge (scoping the Sprint); (2) ideating possible solutions; (3)
deciding which solution to develop; (4) prototyping the chosen solution; (5) testing the
prototype.

All the phases were carefully scheduled in the two-day teamwork agenda. The interviews
show that in the case of low-maturity products, the sprint tended to give more room to
ideation and prototyping work. Differently, in the case of existing products, the sprint
focused more on finding, understanding and fixing current UX issues. Indeed, in such cases,
the user testing phase was brought forward to the beginning of the sprint so as to inform a
redesign rooted in sound evidence from user testing.

While reviewing the applications sent by companies we noticed that many submitted products were
already on the market, so they did not need a thorough design work . . . they just wanted to use the
UX Challenge to spot usability issues and improve the overall user experience of their product. Then
we decided that in some cases it made more sense to kick-start the sprint with a user testing, just to
validate the UX problems that we saw during the application phase, but also to give a clear goal and
scope to the team. UX Challenge Organizer

Source nature Data gathered Inclusion in the database

Primary
sources

Semistructured
interviews

Around 40 Transcribed in more than 100 pages

Participatory
observation

More than 48 h More than 40 pictures and more than 30
pages of notes

Secondary
sources

Information about the
companies

Company website
analysis

Biographical data for the ten companies
involved

Press releases Newspapers, digital
and physical

More than 25 pages of press releases
related to the companies and the
challenge

Table 1.
Data collection
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More than 36 solvers took part in the process selected via a public call two months before the
initiative when the CVs were evaluated and ranked. Teams were formed by the organizer
balancing the solvers’ previous experience, assigned one product and one challenge prior to
the initiative. Companies proposed the challenges in the application form. Teams were given
a half-day’s training on the sprint some days before the initiative. They were then supported
by two expert mentors whose function was to inspire and supervise the teamwork. Mentors
were actually assigned to products not to teams directly, which meant each team could count
on the help of two mentors. Accordingly, personnel from companies joined the two-day
initiative to support the teams.

5.2 Performing design sprint in designing digital applications in SMEs
After reporting the data on the characteristics of the different challenges, we triangulated this
information with the score given to each project. Table 2 reports the classification of the
different sprints in terms of Challenge, Competence and Process characteristics and the score
measured by both companies and external jury.

Some interesting insights emerge from this table. First, it seems that there is a link
between mentor seniority team composition and the kind of challenge faced. The reason for
this configuration turned out to be the following: companies bringing a trial-and-error
challenge had rather specific expectations from sprint (to solve a certain UX problem); for
such reason organizers decided to match those teams with senior mentors and solvers with a
human–computer interface background, in order to provide more support and increase the
chances for a successful sprint (while, in case of ideation challenges, junior mentors and
solvers with a mixed background were presumably deemed to provide adequate support).
While already discussed in the entrepreneurship literature, this has not been fully explored in
the creativity and design literature. The emergence of this connection suggests that different
configuration might support differently the Design Sprint projects. Indeed, researches focus
on the power of design thinking as a good approach to manage the absence of mentors
(Brown, 2008), but the role of mentors in design thinking approaches is yet to be properly
addressed. However, in contrast with the choice of organizers, the following quote reports
that since companies were not aware of the potential traceable output, the initial framing of
the problemwas very hard for the participants, because the knowledge transfer was not easy.

The challenge came more like a user research question, rather than a UX problem: indeed, the
company was interested in understanding what conversational style the chatbot should have . . . e.g.
formal, as a public administration, or friendly, as normal chats interactions. Overall, the initial
meeting did not help us solvers in scoping the challenge finding a problem and having a clear idea
about what kind of results they were meant to achieve. Member of Team 3.1

This is unsurprising when considering the theoretical definition that academics propose.
With ideation, scholars define the challenges characterized by low technical uncertainty and
high market uncertainty (Terwiesch and Xu, 2008). Differently, with trial-and-error, they
define problems characterized by high technical uncertainty and low market uncertainty
(Jeppesen and Lakhani, 2010).

Second, in terms of the process dimensions, interesting to note is that the majority of
projects followed an inside-out approach, while the projects that followed the outside-in
approach (user testing at the beginning of the sprint) are ranked third and fourth (with equal
merit), hence in the higher ranking.

Our product did not come with a clear challenge brief: the company did not know where to scope the
sprint. At the beginning we though that the only way to run an effective design sprint was to look
more deeply into the current version of the product before the sprint. But then we understood that
since there was not time or budget to do this, the onlyway to do sowas to shape that specific sprint in
a manner that it could start by testing the as-is version of the app. Mentor of Team 5.2
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This way, anticipating the user testing at the beginning of the sprint (normally its last phase)
allowed to mitigate the risks related with a lack of knowledge transfer from the SMEs to the
team, as the two outside-in projects resulted among the three top performers.

Finally, the investigation suggests that in the Design Sprint methodology adapted to the
SME context, the tension toward prototyping seems to predominate instead of pretotyping.
This is surprising when considering the centrality of iteration and tension to create the
embodiment of the solution, which is far from considered a prototype (from Greek, first type)
of the solution (Zeratsky, 2016). This implies that for SMEs, the tension toward crafting an
early solution is more relevant than the creation of just enough of the final solution to learn
from the market. This is another difference that emerged compared to the traditional Design
Sprint.

Our home banking app is actively used by 600 thousand consumers: we need to be very careful with
designing new functionalities. At the moment we prefer to optimise the usability of the existing
version. [. . .] I can give these interface prototypes to our developers and they understand what they
need to change. Representative from company 3

6. Discussion
Reading the empirical results through the configurational theory framework allowed us to
shed light on how different design sprint configurations are emerging in response to different
imperatives. This is an underresearched topic. We observed that two out of three variables
utilized in the analysis (B – Competences and C – Process) were strictly intertwined with each
other, although it is still not clear to what degree they respectively contributed to the effects
we observed and, beyond that, possibly affected each other. Indeed, Table 2 suggests the
emergence of two different configurations for adopting design sprints in SMEs. By adopting
the configurational theory (Meyer et al., 1993), Table 2 proposes two emerging taxonomies.
The different combination of the imperatives at the structure and leadership dimensions
(Miller, 1987) (e.g. Competences and Process) shows the emergence of two configurations
emerging from the data, that we called Willing Configuration and Wondering Configuration
for Design Sprint in SMEs. The Willing one (Projects: 3.1; 3.2; 5.2; 4.1) shows how a focused
team, with senior mentors, adopting an inside-out perspective and aimed at prototyping a
solution, can shape a conclusion in a more leapfrog approach. This configuration is a
combination of different attributes that shows a homogeneous cluster of interactions among
different components of the team organization. In particular, the Willing configuration is the
organizational cluster that groups those teams that leverage seniority and focalized
backgrounds to speed up the process of envisioning new solutions and embodying new
scenarios in prototype to iteratively experiment the intuitions generated along with the
creative sessions. So, the Willing Configuration includes highly skilled and experienced
individuals who, through mechanisms of mutual adaptation and a flat hierarchy, channel
their efforts into experimentation processes. The second taxonomy emerging from the
analysis (the Wondering one, including projects: 1.1; 1.2; 2.1) shows how a spread team
background, a junior mentor, an inside-out approach can be utilized to allow SMEs to deliver
pretotypes that ponder user’s desirability of future scenarios. Indeed, this second
configuration shows a more naı€ve and explorer mind-set that the organization should
embrace due to low seniority and the eagerness to propose a new embryonic and possibly
radical solution to a wider challenge. Thus, Wondering Configuration is composed of
individuals that are newbies with different backgrounds, and thus, embracing pretotyping as
a medium is able to align themselves to solve challenges. So, Wondering Configuration
includes the collaboration between beginners who, through embodying creative ideas in
concrete solutions, channel the resources into execution processes.
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These two emerging taxonomies contribute to the theory and practice by showing how
different dimensions of competences and processes can support the identification of different
configurations (Jung, 1923). The investigation enriches both the configuration theory by
showing how it might help in understanding the configuration in teams and small groups of
interaction regarding the different distinctive competencies needed for different challenges
(Meyer, 1991). Moreover, it shows how imperatives (Miller, 1987) are adapted in design
management literature in terms of competences and processes. In addition, it enriches Design
Sprint literature about the recognition of different flexible and adapting configurations as
well as different ways to transfer knowledge. Moreover, the adoption of prototype for
embodying or pretotype might also inform researchers on the different approach toward
knowledge transferring (Simeone et al., 2017). Indeed, different embodiment would transfer
information differently; prototype in a more definitional way, the pretotyping in a more
explorative way.

Moreover, this study contributes to both the academic and practitioner debates, enriching
theoretical knowledge on five dimensions: first, enhancing scholarly knowledge on the role of
mentors, the type of challenges and the process that underpin the Design Sprint methodology
(Strike and Rerup, 2016). The role of such advisors in mediated sensemaking has been
extensively studied (Strike and Rerup, 2016). Given that the mentors in these cases supported
the creation of innovation by leveraging different backgrounds, it can be defined as source-
based rather than advice-based mentoring (Gino et al., 2012). This is why the seniority of
mentorsmay have generated a higher ranking of the teams. Second, the data shows that there
are two types of challenges that have been faced with the Design Sprint methodology in
SMEs, and they are trial-and-error (i.e. those related to solving problems of existing apps and
software) and then the ideation (Colombo et al., 2013) despite the little information reported, it
is difficult to state which one would better perform although it is evident that there are
different emerging taxonomies of organization configurations. Third, it sheds light on the fact
that Design Sprint as presented by Google does not fit every type of company (Zeratsky,
2016). Indeed, if considering the pure Design Sprint process (Knapp et al., 2016), the inside-out
perspective should have been the only approach possible. What the cases show is that likely
the context, digital challenges and the fact that SMEs are a particular type of firms call for
collaboration with different stakeholders, hence using the outside-in perspective. Moreover,
the typical Design Sprint approach usually shows tension toward product feature validation
or incremental innovation, while the evidence shows that there is more value in exploring
alternatives. Fourth, it contributes to the ongoing Design Thinking debate by showing that
Design Sprint in SMEs might embrace similar mind-sets and approaches as traditional
creative problem-solving approaches, outside-in perspective (Brown, 2008). Notwithstanding
this, in other cases, Design Sprints, due to the fact that they are run when technological
uncertainty is high andmarket uncertainty was low, show differences with creative problem-
solving and more similarities with visionary approaches (Dell’Era et al., 2020). Indeed,
considering the turbulence of the market due to digitization (Nambisan et al., 2017), we could
have expected a more equalized situation were ideation and trial-and-error were more
balanced. Fifth, it shows how the knowledge can be transferred by reversing the traditional
process of processing, interpreting and transforming (Simeone et al., 2017), to a more trial-
and-error approach.

Final remarks regard the fact that we observed that ideation challenges – those entailing
market uncertainty as regarding the validation of new product concepts – were often
associated with an inside-out process, entailing pretotyping work. Reflexively, on the
other side, trial-and-error challenges – those focusing on technical problems such as
solving usability issues – always entailed prototyping work (delivering more market-ready
outputs – again, following intuition). However, only half of these cases were related to an
outside-in process, suggesting that further investigation is needed.
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7. Conclusion
The paper explores the topic of the Design Sprint methodology in SMEs and how this
approach can be shaped to face different challenges when the level of market and technology
uncertainty varies. Moreover, by analyzing ten cases, the investigation suggests that Design
Sprint cannot be adopted as framed within Google (Knapp et al., 2016) when dealing with
SMEs where the perspective is overturned from inside-out to outside-in. This indicates that
rather than adopting a traditional Design Sprint, SMEs willing to pursue product’s feature
optimization or incremental improvements should adopt a sort of “reverse sprint” and start
from the end with feedback on the existing as-is version of the product and subsequently go
through the sprint phases. This is extremely interesting because it seems to put under
discussion the assumption that in Design Sprint, differently fromDesignThinking, the role of
the user is essential only at the end, supporting the idea that users are also crucial at the start.
This is an ongoing debate (Dell’Era et al., 2020) that requires more evidence to be accepted
academically. Moreover, the evidence emerging from the participatory observation seems to
suggest that Design Sprint when it is adopted by SMEs requires a proper organizational
configuration that, based on what we have observed, can be either Willing or Wondering
depending on its goals.

The investigation contributes to managers’ understanding of the design sprint
phenomenon in three ways. First, it shows the existence of a different way of running a
Design Sprint, the reverse one. In this inside-out modality, the configurations of teams should
be clearly defined to face ideation or a trial-and-error challenge. Second, it enriches the
understanding of the main dimensions and imperatives that must be controlled in setting the
stage of a Design Sprint, such as competences and processes. Third, that there are two ways
to embody solutions in Design Sprint processes, prototyping and pretotyping. The first is
more traditional as a medium to craft a solution, while the latter is adopted in ideation
challenges when the sprint is inside-out, and the outcome of the process is not clear. Thus,
crafting the process to support one or the other way of embodying solutions must be a
prerogative for managers adopting this methodology.

Finally, we contribute to the academic debate by enriching knowledge on the
underpinning dimensions characterizing Design Sprint: competences, challenges and
processes as well as in the understanding of the different configuration taxonomy present
in it. This can help both researchers and practitioners understand the way the Design Sprint
evolves and should be crafted to be effective in SMEs facing digital challenges. Although this
study is exploratory, these insights are extremely relevant to advance the debate around
Design Thinking and guide managers in adopting this methodology more consciously.
However, some limitations must be considered, such as the regionality of the analysis and
typical qualitative methodology limitations.

Notes

1. https://www.trentinoinnovation.eu/ux-challenge-2/.

2. https://www.pretotyping.org.
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